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MAIN IDEA

The traditional formal business plan which follows a

cookie-cutter template approach is not much use

any more. Instead, you need a plan which will grow

and evolve with your business. You’re much better

off if you start with something simple and then

plan-as-you-go rather than spending weeks or

months developing a formal business plan.

Instead of obsessing over producing a detailed

business plan, you should get going and focus on

what you need to do to make your business a

success. You can add all of the frills later on if you

so choose, but when you’re first starting off,

concentrate on doing what you need to do to

survive.

The plan-as-you-go approach is centered around

the central paradox of business plans – it’s the

planning process that’s important, not the actual

plan that gets written. If you plan well – even if you

don’t get around to embedding that planning in a

formal written document – you position yourself to

succeed. You can be quick, flexible and responsive

to changes in the marketplace because you know

what needs to get done. If you bring in an outside

consultant to put a formal business plan together

for you, that will not happen.

Do yourself a favor. Forget about writing a

traditional business plan. Instead, make your

business planning a powerful tool for driving your

business forward. To do that:

1. Focus your mindset on plan-as-you-go.

2. Develop your core strategy.

3. Add in the flesh and bones.

4. Then add whatever level of polish makes sense.

And that’s it.

“Keep it simple and practical. Do as much planning

as you’ll be able to use. Realize that all plans will

change, so think of your plan as ongoing and use it

to guide your business. Expect it to change, but use

the planning to keep your eyes on the long-term

goals even as the details change. It’s like planning a

trip: having the plan doesn’t lock you in, it helps you

keep track and revise as needed. Plan as you go.”

– Tim Berry

The Plan-As-You-Go Approach to Business Planning

Don’t worry about filling in a

template other people have used

when writing a business plan.

Instead, focus on what needs to

happen for you to succeed. Plan

from the inside out in an organic

fashion and become highly skilled

at planning, even if you don’t get

around to writing everything down.

Know what needs to happen.

Focus your mindset

on plan-as-you-go1

The heart of your business plan is also the heart of your

business. It is made up of three inseparable core concepts.

It is the interrelationship between these three elements

which will drive your business forward.
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Then add whatever level

of polish makes sense2
Develop your

core strategy 3

3
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1 Who you are

Who you want to reach

What you will do for your customers

The heart of your plan

Focus

Market

Identity As your company grows, you can then

add whatever degree of planning

expertise you want. You can bring in

more people with different skill sets to

enhance the sophistication of your

business plan. You can then embed your

business plan at the center of all your

various management processes. This will

be easy to do because everyone will

understand it’s the planning process that

adds value, not the finished plan as such.

To follow up on your plan and turn it into an

effective management tool, you’ll need to add

the specifics you can track and manage. The

flesh and bones detail your action plan.

Add in the

flesh-and-bones

The flesh and bones

The metrics to be used

Review and update schedule

Assumptions1
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4 Who does what?

When? – Timeline and milestones

How much will everything cost?
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